LIGHTING

NEW

LOPRO WIRELESS SOLAR-POWERED
CAB ROOF AMBER LED SYSTEM

Easy to install and, after the initial power-on, uses light and vibration sensors to control illumination. While the vehicle is
moving, the sensor picks up the vibration and turns the lights on; the system also comes on using automatic dusk/dawn
detection. Within 1 minute after vehicle shut-off, the cab lights will shut off on their own.

NO DRILLING! NO HOLES! NO WIRING!

Terminator Series 5202

Fanless LED Conversion Headlight Kit

with Pinpoint Projection and Shallow Mount

With just over 2,000 lux per bulb (4,000 lux per kit) in lab testing,
this is the perfect high-output bulb kit for any vehicle type. The
shallow-mount, fanless design keeps the bulb from overheating so
it can deliver consistent performance day after day.

Crystal
Headlight Sets

• Improves your vehicle’s appearance
• Rigorously tested for fit and function
• Simple plug-and play
• No vehicle modifications required
• Easy installation using common
hand tools
• Uses stock mounting locations
and hardware
• D.O.T. compliant
• Sold in pairs
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(For California Residents)
WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including LEAD and DEHP which are known to the state of California to cause cancer and
birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov. Wash hands following handling or before eating.

FEATURES

• Toggleable: dual, yellow, or white
• 9-36 VDC operation
• High-grade alloy housing
• Reverse polarity protection
• IP68 rated against dust/water ingress
• Legal for on-road and off-road use
• Limited lifetime warranty
• Operating temp: -40º to 145ºF
• Impact-resistant polycarbonate lens
• Integrated thermal management
• Pressure-equalizing vent
• Wiring harness sold separately

21951
EASILY ADJUSTABLE
SUPER BRIGHT

6002B

STROBE WARNING - SAE J845 CLASS I

COMMAND ATTENTION EVERY TIME
•
•
•

Dual color: amber/white with flood/cruise modes
40 flash patterns with two programmable modes
Magnetic or permanent mount

•
•

Three times brighter than stock halogen
TopAim™ technology: aim the bulb where you
need it with the turn of a knob

• High-Power LED fog lamp bulbs: Power to cut through
heavy rain or thick fog.
•3 60º lamp angle: Compatible with any shape of fog light,
with minimal shadow reflection.
• Over 800 lumens per kit: Excellent power output directly
replaces your factory bulb (100% plug-and-play).
• 6,000 K color temperature: A perfect cool-white color
—not too yellow or blue.
• CNC-machined billet aluminum: Cheap knockoff brands
use a plastic tower that looks like aluminum but won’t dissipate heat properly.
•O
 ptic lens: Improves peripheral visibility in the dark, keeping
you alert for animals crossing the road.
• 50,000+ hour lifetime: You’ll probably never have to
replace them.

Some products in this catalog are not legal for sale or use in California on any pollution-controlled motor vehicles. Not responsible for typographical errors.
Specials may not be available at all locations. We reserve the right to limit some quantities. Parts may be out of stock due to supplier’s availability.
Certain items may be nonstocking and may require a freight fee to be added onto the sale price for special ordering.

LIGHTING

OPTIC 360
FOG LIGHT BULBS

SLIM DESIGN, SCARY POWER
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STEPS

R5 M-SERIES XD
WHEEL-TO-WHEEL

NERF STEP BARS

Featuring extra-wide 5” skid-resistant step pads, a third step for easier
cargo bed access, and an optional light kit for better vision in inclement
weather or darkness. Provides easier vehicle access by dropping the step
surface 3”.

RB20 Running Boards
Make your truck, Jeep,
or SUV stand out from the crowd.
With an aggressive yet stylish appearance,
these bolt-on side steps take their visual inspiration from the Ford Raptor. RB20 running boards feature
a generous step area for maximum traction.
• Modern bullet-stamped board is 7 1/2” across at its widest point
• 16-gauge, zinc-coated galvanized steel
• Easy, no-drill installation on most vehicles

AscentStep®

5 1/2” Running Boards

Elegant, subtle, and highly resilient for a distinguished
accent on modern trucks. Feature unique, dual-constructed step pads; a teardrop profile; blended end
caps; and a sleek carbide finish. Install with no drilling
using ARIES’ VersaTrac® system.

Grip Step 7” Running Boards
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Equip your truck for whatever job lies ahead. Grip Step
boards offer easier truck bed access, fleet-level safety,
rust-free construction, and a custom fit for your truck
and lifestyle. Whether you need to reach a truck toolbox,
ladder rack, or bed cargo, these wheel-to-wheel steps
provide a convenient step up.

Dominator Xtreme D6

Side Steps

• Complete kit with bars and mounting brackets
• Dual-purpose design and steel construction
• Can be used as a step and a rock slider
• Mounts tight for maximum ground clearance
• Protects rocker panel
• Punched-steel step plate area is 6” wide
• Raised hex pattern provides a no-slip grip
• Easy installation (no drilling)
• Textured-black powdercoat
• 5-year limited warranty

6” WIDESIDER II

Side Steps

• Cab-length side steps
• SuperGrip™ rubber step pads for
safer entry and exit
• Includes mounting brackets
• Available in 52”, 80”, 87”, and 96” lengths
• Fits Regular, Extended, Crew, and Mega Cab trucks
Polished stainless steel (limited lifetime finish warranty)
or textured-black powdercoat on galvanized steel (5-year
finish warranty).

Predator Pro
Nerf Step Systems
With one of the industry’s tightest-fitting
tubes, the N-FAB Predator Pro step
system creates the ultimate clean look
on your truck or Jeep®. The patented
drop-down hoop step has a large
dimpled step pad for ease of access
in any condition. Predator Pro features
a fully welded one-piece design for
strength, durability, and installation.

STEPS

Remote control for the electric-powered running
board right at your fingertips. Enjoy the in-app
flexibility to override your steps to stay up or down
or power on/off the integrated or an auxiliary LED
light system.
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STEPS

AEROTREAD®

5” Running Boards

Stepping into your modern SUV is safer
and more stylish with AeroTread® running
boards. They are constructed with a
lightweight aluminum base and feature two
front trim finish options. Enjoy a sleek
look and nonskid traction for
a safe step up.

HDX Drop Steps

• Die-stamped steel step areas for maximum traction
• Over 2" more toe/heel step area than the competition
• Removable step plate for easy cleaning
• Solid one-piece construction
• Mounting kit included
• Fits tight to rocker panel
for a rugged look
• Bolt-on installation
for no drilling on most
applications

BedStep2

Bed Side Step

5” WIDESIDER XL

Composite Side Steps

Mounts just behind the cab, forward of the rear wheel,
providing faster, easier, safer access to toolboxes,
equipment, and cargo in the bed. Easily installed, this
frame-mounted, retractable truck step can be mounted
on either side of the truck box, and it flips down or
retracts with just the nudge of your foot.

• Cab-length side steps
• Composite construction with aluminum mounting rails
• SuperGrip™ rubber step pads for safer entry/exit
• Includes mounting brackets
• Available in 80” and 87” lengths
• Fits Extended and Crew Cab trucks

Chrome
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Black
Powdercoat

LP10000 Wire Rope Winch

Heavy-duty features at an affordable price. Featuring
many of the standard features found on more expensive
10,000 lb winches, including a 5.1 HP sealed motor and
upgraded components like a weather-resistant roller
fairlead, clevis-pinned latched hook, and sealed solenoid
with integrated circuit breaker.
• Twist-and-turn freespool clutch lever
• 5/16” x 95’ steel wire rope
• Heavy-duty, clevis-pinned, latched hook
• 12-foot sealed handheld remote control

Medium-Duty
Winch Accessory Kit
WARN’s most popular winching accessory kit has been
upgraded. Designed for winch capacities to 10,000 lb.
• 20,000 lb maximum capacity snatch block
• 2” x 30’ standard recovery strap rated to 14,400 lb
• 2” x 8’ tree trunk protector rated to 14,400 lb
• Two 3/4” D-shackles
• Heavyweight denier carry bag
• WARN winching gloves (XL)
• Limited 1-year warranty
PN 88900

ZEON 10-S
10,000 lb Recovery Winch
Tough enough to tackle anything, with
a look that is advanced, capable, and
strong. Muck-busting sealing keeps out
everything but the good times.
Add a hyper-durable cast-aluminum
housing, satin-black finish, and 10,000
lb single-line pulling capacity and
you’ve got a workhorse unit you
can trust. Includes 100 feet of 3/8”
WARN Spydura synthetic rope, which
includes a temperature-resistant sleeve on
the first layer, a ballistic nylon sliding sleeve, and a polished aluminum hawse fairlead.

3,000 lb
ATV Winch

with Mini Rocker Switch

WINCHES

• 3/16” x 40’ wire rope
• 1.2 HP permanent magnet motor
• Switch has double 60/80 amp relays
• Handlebar-mounted controller (mini
rocker switch included; wireless PN
20099 optional)
• Planetary gear train • 153:1 gear ratio
• Freespooling clutch • Dynamic brake
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JEEP® PARTS

UNDERSEAT
LOCK BOXES

J-Mount
Hi-Lift
Jack
Lock

•S
 ecure your
hi-lift jack
with your
Jeep® key
• J ack held
securely in
place with
two knobs
• E asy to install;
bolts into existing
holes (no drilling required)
• Weatherproof
• L imited lifetime warranty

Security is always an issue for Wrangler owners, as
thieves think the vehicle is an easy target. You need to
have a secure place to put your smaller valuables or
personal protection, and Bestop’s Under-Seat Storage
Lock Boxes are the solution. Pick-resistant key locks,
16-gauge carbon steel, and ample storage volume make
Bestop Lock Boxes a must-have item.

NEW

Nerf Step RS

NERF STEP RS

MATRIX FRONT BUMPERS

Fab Fours combined the best aspects of their Premium
Winch Bumper and their Vengeance Series to give you the
best slim-fitting steel bumper in the truck game. Equipped
to hold a 30” light bar, four cube LED lights, and a 10,000
lb winch, the Matrix represents the peak of style and utility
for your Jeep®.

N-FAB Nerf Step RS simplified cab-length configurations
allow for a clean overall look. The 2” main bar fits tight to
the body, with expanded drop-down steps positioned at
each door. The Nerf Step RS comes in a textured-black
finish over a, OEM-style e-coat primer.

Winch Mount
for 2018+ JL & JT

Engineered to withstand 12,000 lb pulls

• Positions winch to improve airflow with ZERO GRILLE INTERFERENCE
• Easy to install with no cutting, grinding, or drilling
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SRM 600 Basket-Style Rack
Equipped with Go Rhino’s exclusive 4-CORE aluminum
bars, the extruded track system works with any 1/4” x
20 hex bolt and provides unlimited mounting options for
gear and trail tools. Measures 52” by 55” front-to-back
and can be mounted on any vehicle’s OE crossbars
with the included Rhino Clamp system. Other mounting
options are also available.

Rear Door Work Bench

for ’18-’22 Jeep® Wrangler JL
Add workspace
without losing storage
area. Attaches to the
inside of the rear door.
Folds up out of the
way when not in use.
Supports up to 75 lb.

Give your Jeep® a
custom look with
a new set of ARIES

TUBE DOORS

for

PN DZ4469JL

Suspension
Leveling
System

’20-’22 Jeep® Gladiator

Level the front of
your Jeep® JT by
1.5” with the LEVEL
IT system. Includes
two RS9000®XL
front shocks, two
front coil springs,
two front 2” bump
stops, two front extended-length sway
bar end links, and
mounting hardware.

Need an affordable way to keep your cabin
floors looking factory fresh? Try Rugged Ridge’s
All-Terrain Floor Liners! Made from durable,
OE-quality thermoplastic that can withstand
the rigors of daily abuse, each liner is perfectly
contoured to your vehicle’s floor for precise,
secure fitment (floor hook attachment where
applicable). The raised lip captures all spills,
water, and debris to keep your interior pristine.
Patented chevron-shaped deep tread.

JEEP® PARTS

All-Terrain Floor Liners
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BUMPERS & GRILLE GUARDS

BR5.5 FRONT BUMPERS

• Dramatically improve looks and functionality
• Heavy-duty 12-gauge steel frame
• Framed-mesh vent cover for better airflow
• Hinged winch cover for easy access to winch
• Bumper can be used with or without winch
• Accommodates winches rated to 12,500 lb
• Integrated 2” hitch receiver
• Easy installation (no drilling)
• Patented steel Rhino Horn tow hook and shackle mount
• Fits up to 7/8” diameter D-rings (shackles not included)
• Optional 3” x 3” light plates, light bar mount, and lights (sold separately)

Sport Front Bumper
with Grille Guard

The Sport Front Bumper is winch-ready and accommodates up to a 16,500 lb winch. Work and adventure ready, they
are built from formed-channel and diamond-plate steel and offer a 2” receiver. Made for both gas and diesel trucks.

Sport Back Bumper
Lighted with Sensor Plugs

Built from formed-channel and diamond-plate steel, the Sport Back Bumper is the companion bumper to the Summit
and Sport Front Bumpers, offering a lighter-weight alternative to the Legend Series.
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NEW

BUMPER STEP

ELITE FRONT BUMPER
with Grille Guard Tube

’21-’22 Ford Bronco

for
• Tested to 12,000 lb pulling capacity
• Integrated off-road jack lifting points
• Welded, one-piece construction uses 3/16” thick steel
• Bumpers available with or without grille guard tube
• Grille guards constructed using large-diameter, welded-steel tubing for maximum durability
• Welded eyelets for D-shackles provide increased
recovery options
• Generous clearance for oversized tires
• Integrated light ports for aftermarket fog lights

Get a secure step up to access the
cargo stowed in your truck bed. Installed on the driver’s
side of the vehicle, the frame-mounted step provides a
lower stepping surface. It is accessible with the tailgate
down or up.
• Made from cast aluminum to reduce weight
• Protective black powdercoat blends into your truck frame
• Slip-resistant raised nodules ensure secure footing
• Rugged steel mounting bracket
uses factory holes for a quick,
no-drill install

BUMPERS & GRILLE GUARDS

NEW

PREMIUM
Modular Grille Guard
FRONT BUMPERS HDX
• Three-piece modular design

Designed to be the ultimate in functionally stylish frontend protection while providing more tire clearance to
eliminate rubbing. Key features include integrated fog and
turn lights, D-ring mounts, and the ability to accommodate up to 16,500 lb winches.
Available with Full Guard, Prerunner Guard, or No-Guard.

• 2” tube wraparound wings for superior protection
• Punch-plate grille delivers total front-end protection
• 1 1/4” tube wing supports for enhanced
structural rigidity
• Heavy-duty 2 3/4” wide upright rubber strips for
added protection
• Electrostatic base coat for lasting corrosion protection
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TRUCK BED

BedXTender
HD Sport

The Perfect Mix of Form and
Function to Secure Your Gear

V-shaped design provides the extra clearance
needed when used with some tonneau cover
rails. Flip it out with the tailgate open to gain
up to 2 feet of enclosed cargo area. Flip it
inside and close the tailgate to keep tools and
smaller cargo contained in the truck bed.

Classic

LOCKER SIDE BED RAILS

Made from polished 304 premium stainless steel tubing, these round
tube bed rails are 1.75” and feature chromed sanctioned anchor
point tie-down ends with a 500 lb load capacity per end.
Seamlessly mount into your pickup stake pocket holes
in minuteswith no drilling.

CLASSIC
BED LINER

by

• Rugged construction handles heavy cargo
• Anti-skid surface prevents cargo from sliding
• Knee-friendly 3/4” cushioned floor
• Waterproof and chemical/stain-resistant
• Engineered for exterior use
• Easily cleaned with just water

SwingCase
Bed-Mounted Toolbox
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• Easy on and off without needing any tools
• Take your gear with you—box stands upright on its own
• Secure, versatile twist-lock lets opens with or without a key
• Provides easy access from the back of the tailgate
• Works with all UnderCover truck bed covers
• Available in both left- and right-side models

Truck-Pal
Tailgate Ladder

Designed to get you into your truck’s bed safely. Compact
storage allows you to maximize available space when not
in use. For trucks with a tailgate height up to 38”.
• Lightweight aluminum • Rated to 300 lb
• Fits under bed covers

Aluminum

FIFTH WHEEL TOOL

The perfect solution for keeping your items safe, secure,
and accessible in the bed of your truck while towing
a fifth wheel trailer. Low profile provides adequate
clearance for the movement of the fifth wheel. It features
extra-thick aluminum, patented RigidCore™ foam-filled
lid for maximum strength, and two stainless steel lock
handles.

Drop-In
Bedliner

BEDRAIL AND TAILGATE CAPS

CAD-engineered for a perfect fit and more side coverage
than factory caps. They come with an OE matte-black
textured finish and 100% UV protection. Backed by a
limited lifetime warranty. Available in multiple styles.
Ask for details!

Mount a rooftop tent on your truck while preserving the
utility and capacity of your factory truck bed. The corner
uprights elevate and support the 4-CORE crossbars
approximately 6” above the factory bed cap, providing
unobstructed access to the truck bed.

TRUCK BED

XRS Cross Bar Kit

• Increased longevity and
impact resistance over
spray-in liners
• Durable, high-density
polyethylene protects
against dents, dings,
and scratches
• Nonpooling floor
for storage
protection
• 2” x 4” inserts
permit two-tiered
stacking
• Lifetime warranty
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TRUCK BED AND COVERS

NEW

ELEVATE RACK

• Adjustable height of 18” or 28”
–18” for easy access and lower-profile look
–28” for complete cab clearance
• Robust engineered aluminum
–750 lb static weight capacity
(maximum load in fixed or stationary position)
–500 lb on-road weight capacity
–250 lb off-road weight capacity
• Durable textured powdercoat
• Installs, adjusts, or removes in minutes
• Strong enough to carry baskets, bikes, kayaks,
rooftop tents, ladders, and more

Sleek, low-profile, signature
look. Heavy-duty construction
and patented automatic
tension control keep the cover
looking great in any weather
condition. Mounts inside the
rails of the truck bed, providing
full access to stake pocket
holes. Stylish design, simple
functionality, and durable bed
protection are what make the
LoPro North America’s #1
selling roll-up truck bed cover.

All-new Pro X15 includes
many of the same great
features as the LoPro,
but with added style and
performance. New 15-degree
rails deliver an extra low
profile, flush-mount look
on the truck bed, while
superior-grade woven fabric
provides a stylish matteblack appearance. Installs
or removes in minutes, no
drilling required. Unique selfleveling design allows for a
more accurate installation.
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MaxTrak System–Equipped Retractable Bed Covers

All XT covers feature a T-slot-integrated MaxTrak
System that allows for unique truck bed
customization to meet your individual needs.

The E-Series XT retractable truck bed
cover offers quick and easy operation, with
reinforced durability and added protection.
Automatically opens or closes using the
convenient fob, powered by a commercialgrade electric motor.

TRUCK BED COVERS

The A-XT offers effortless full-bed
convenience while not missing the mark on
impeccable security. The robust aluminum
topper features a patented hinge system
for frictionless and easy operation. With
the turn of the lever and key, the A-XT
truck bed cover smoothly slides open or
retracts into a compact canister, providing
instant access to your entire truck bed.

The M-XT is a secure, robust, vinylover-aluminum hybrid cover offering
four-season protection and optimal
bed security. It tackles durability while
remaining exceptionally easy to operate,
with its unique frictionless construction
and insulated grip handle.
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TRUCK BED COVERS

HARD FOLDING TRUCK BED COVER

Matte-black panels are a sleek and innovative addition to your truck bed. Integrated perimeter seals
protect your truck bed from the elements, while aluminum panels enhance security and support up to
600 lb of evenly distributed weight. Two riding positions—fully closed and 2/3 open—offer convenience
to haul and manage most cargo.

ONE-PIECE
TRUCK BED COVER
All-new design includes an added
handle with integrated locking
mechanism. Cargo Retriever
extends your reach the entire
length of the bed, while an
upgraded removable LED light
offers versatile illumination.
Patented X-Effect design keeps the
Elite strong and durable, allowing
the cover to support 500 pounds
of evenly distributed weight, while
weighing an average of only 70
pounds itself.

HARD FOLDING
TRUCK BED COVER
Gives you ultimate control over your
truck bed with three secure riding
positions.

Easy to install and remove with its
clamp-on design. Mounts flush with
your truck’s bed rails, making it the
most watertight hard folding cover on
the market.
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Constructed with heavy-duty aluminum
panels for strength and durability.

Premium Aluminum Series

Retractable Truck Bed Cover
• Scratch-resistant, matte-finished, heavy-duty
aluminum slats retract without trapping dust,
wearing out, or freezing
• Integrated Trax Rail System allows for
customization above the cover and works with
most T-slot accessories from Yakima, Thule,
Rhino-Rack, and many more

Durable Polycarbonate Series

Retractable Truck Bed Cover

TRUCK BED COVERS

•O
 ne-piece sheet of polycarbonate retracts without joints
or hinges that can trap dust, wear out, or freeze
•C
 ompatible with most T-slot accessories from RhinoRack, Yakima, Thule, and more
• Increased cargo capacity above and below the cover while
maintaining functionality of the cover with loaded cargo
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TRUCK BED COVERS

UltraGroove

A metal cover with the look
and feel of a soft cover.
Attach nearly any Thule
rack with the built-in RES™
rail expansion system.

TRUCK BED COVERS

BedLocker
Matte

Open or close this electric
retractable cover with the
touch of a button. Flush-fit
mount gives it a sleek,
streamlined look.

The Original
JackRabbit
Matte

Traditional Armortek vinyl
finish, with a matte-black
rail kit for a more OE look!

Full Metal
JackRabbit
Matte

Spring-action retractable
cover made with heavygauge extruded aluminum.

Trifecta E-Series

Soft Folding Truck Bed Cover
Topped with a durable vinyl material. Lightweight aluminum frame
and heavy-duty support bows
span the width of the truck bed
for added durability. For ease of
use and to maintain tension, the
Trifecta E-Series is engineered
with intuitive, spring-loaded
tailgate clamps. Drive with the
Trifecta E-Series in either the
closed or the fully open position.
Comes fully assembled with a
simple, no-tools-required installation. Best of all, the entire
cover can be removed in minutes
to maximize space for large cargo.

Xceed
Hard
Folding Truck
Bed Cover

Flush-mounted cover offers
full bed access when open and
creates a seamless, polished
look when closed. Xceed
provides excellent coverage
while ensuring maximum security
and ultimate style. Matte-black
finish and textured, powdercoated aluminum frames and
hinges for extra wear resistance
and protection.
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BAKFlip F1
Hard Folding
Truck Bed Cover

NEW

Rich, high-gloss FRP (fiberglass reinforced
polymer) top surface provides superior dent,
ding, and scratch resistance.
Heavy-duty aluminum panels line the
underside, giving the cover its strength and
durability. Together, these make the F1 the
top-of-the-line BAKFlip, a stylish and
secure cover for the long haul.
• Advanced impact-resistant
construction
• Upgraded tailgate operation with
premium dual-action seal (not
applicable to ’05-’15 Tacoma or
’05-’16 Ridgeline)
• Premium-density foam core
• Heavy-duty hardware and
components
• Upgraded latch housing for long-term
durability
• Rated for up to 400 lb of evenly
distributed weight

WHITE

Revolver X4s
Truck Bed Cover

•C
 apped aluminum slats protect hands
during operation
•D
 urable strap and buckles secure the
open cover while driving
• Integrated bulkhead seal for superior
sealing
•M
 atte-black aluminum slats and clamps
•S
 leek and stylish appearance
•R
 ear corner caps for a more refined
appearance
•S
 ide rail seals with smooth flat design

TRUCK BED COVERS

MORE
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TOWING

Multi-Flex™/MultiPro™ Tailgate
Hitch Solution
Prevents
deployment of
inner tailgate
panel when ball
mount is installed.

Helps avoid costly
tailgate damage.

PN 58265

Sleek, durable
design suited for
all conditions.

WirelessAir + EZ Mount

WirelessAir™ provides one-touch inflation and deflation of your
air springs from inside or outside the vehicle. Control the air
like a boss.

• Wireless controller
• EZ Mount preassembled
bracket system
• Heavy-duty air compressor
• Compact, dual-path,
Bluetooth-enabled manifold
• All wiring, hardware,
and fittings required for
installation
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TRUTRACK 4P

WEIGHT-DISTRIBUTION
HITCH WITH INTEGRATED
SWAY CONTROL

• Four sources of sway control work together to
keep trailer aligned
• Uses spring and cam system with hardened
components instead of friction alone
• Adjustable brackets provide fixed support,
unlike spring bar chain models
• Brackets use friction to resist lateral movement, replacing sway control
• 2” shank can be flipped to provide necessary drop or rise
• Fits virtually all A-frame trailers with two neutral spring bar settings

ECHO BRAKE CONTROLLERS

PN 51180
• Wireless, portable design
• Zero-tool, plug-and-play installation
• Triple-axis, motion-sensing
accelerometer

PN 17500

Without Sway Control

With Sway Control

Bluetooth connection
to control all brake
settings from your
smartphone.

PN 51190
• Plug-and-play installation
• L ED indicator for easy setup and
troubleshooting
• Triple-axis, motion-sensing accelerometer

Silent Tow Ball Mount

Eliminates hitch rattle. Internal locking mechanism
secures the shank to the receiver and the hitch ball
holder to the shank for a quiet, peaceful tow. The dual
adjustable-height hitch balls
and a sleek design make
the STBM stand out.

UMAX
Trailer
Coupler
Locks

Protect your
unattended trailer.
Universal-fit, solid
hardened steel
trailer lock fits most
couplers 1 7/8” and
2” to 2 5/16”.

Lock wheels to
prevent theft
while chocking
wheels to prevent accidental
motion.

TOWING

Deluxe
Universal
Wheel
Chock
Locks
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INTERIOR/EXTERIOR

SUNRIDER®

FOR HARDTOP

All-purpose, all-weather, year-round replacement for
hard top panels. Discover a whole new level of openair adventure. Simply replace your overhead hardtop
panels with this soft top and enjoy the sun, moon, and
stars—and never worry about being caught out in the rain
unprepared. The Sunrider for Hardtop easily and quickly
flips back in a matter of seconds.

RX-RIVET
STYLE
FENDER
FLARES

Add style, protection, and
performance. Available in
a variety of styles, from
low-profile to big and
bold featuring a textured
or smooth, paint-ready finish. Made with Tri-Flex™
ABS thermoplastic for maximum durability. Includes all
hardware necessary for installation.

Form-Fit

Mud Guards

All-Weather

Full-Width Floor Mats

Durable, impact-resistant, all-weather thermoplastic is
tough as nails (or rocks). With an increasing number of
“no drill” applications, they’re easy to install, conform
perfectly to your fenders, and protect your ride and
22 those around you from the rage of the road.

Made from thick, tough, and durable OEM-style rubber.
Deep grooves hold water, mud, and snow—keeping it
away from your vehicle’s interior. Raised pattern increase
traction, while bottom rubber cleats keep mat in position.
One-piece unit covers full width of vehicle. Universal,
trimmable design to fit nearly any vehicle.

PowerStep XL

Electric-Powered Running Boards

Rugged, bold design offers a 3” lower step surface than the
original PowerStep™. Makes accessing your lifted truck easier.
Automatic, electric-powered running board instantly extends
when you open your door, then retracts out of sight when
the door closes. The rail is made from 6063 marine-grade
aluminum, with an integrated bracket system and precision
stainless steel pivot pins to support up to 600 pounds.

FLEX Magnetic
Wireless Charger

for iPhone and Android

With a curved design and lower profile, the AVS In-Channel Ventvisor® is a side window deflector that lets fresh air
in while keeping rain out. It also helps to keep the sun out
of your eyes, minimize interior wind noise and fogging,
and reduce interior heat. Enjoy fresh air and comfort no
matter the weather!

Pro Stainless Steel
Rocker Panels
Protect your vehicle from rocks
and road debris while adding
customized style to your vehicle.
Each rocker panel kit includes
custom panels to fit both sides
of the vehicle. Made of highquality polished 304 stainless
steel. Installs easily with
preapplied 3M automotive tape.

INTERIOR/EXTERIOR

In-Channel Ventvisors

The FLEX mounting system builds upon
existing magnetic wireless charging
technology, creating an even stronger
magnetic wireless charging bond for
the toughest of environments while
retaining fast 15-watt wireless charging.
When installed, the included FLEX mounting disc
creates the strongest
magnetic wireless
charging bond
available.
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SUSPENSION
SST Lift Kits

• Guaranteed to keep your factory ride
• Guaranteed never to wear, break, or fail
• Guaranteed toughest finish
• Guaranteed safest way to level/lift
• Install in one-third time of conventional lift
• Require no permanent modification of factory parts
• Limited lifetime warranty

Leveling Kits

• OEM ride without adding pressure to stock suspension
components, guaranteed!
• The fastest, safest, least-expensive way to bring the front of your
vehicle level with the rear
• Smart Strut Technology mounts on top of the strut assembly,
eliminating the hassle, time, and danger of compressing springs

Big Lift Kits

• Maintain factory ride and handling
• Clearance for increased aftermarket tire sizes
• Proprietary lower strut clamshell design maintains factory
geometry and retains use of the factory strut
• Tube-steel upper control arms with maintenance-free pivot
bushings and 1-ton ball joints
• 3/16” thick steel plate crossmembers and skid plate
• Anti-torsion boxed and gusseted plate steel differential drop
brackets
• Premium Falcon 1.1 monotube extended-length rear shocks
• ReadyGuard powertrain warranty

SUSPENSION LEVELING KITS
• Level the front of your vehicle with the rear
• Instantly increase ground clearance and ride height
• Maintain factory ride quality
• No strut disassembly required
• Simple bolt-on installation—no cutting required
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NEW
THRUSTER
THROTTLE BOOSTER

When your vehicle’s throttle isn’t what you need, it’s time for a boost
with the Bully Dog Thruster. This device is easy to install inline between
your vehicle’s pedal position sensor and the vehicle harness. Adjust on
the fly and really feel the change as you drive. Ideal for off-road vehicles
with its waterproof design, it will give your vehicle the boost it needs.
(In California, this part may not be used upon a highway and may be used only for race purposes.)

PERFORMANCE
SHOCKS & STRUTS

quickLIFT™ Loaded

Assemblies level and lift late-model trucks and SUVs,
providing an aggressive stance and allowing for the use
of larger wheel and tire packages.

RS9000XL
• Optimized engine tuning for maximum power and
performance
• The most powerful engine tuning available for towing
• Increased mileage - Users report 1-3 mpg gains
• Application specific performance features like topspeed/rev limiter, automatic transmission adjustments,
speedometer calibrator, V4 mode....Plus others!
• Quick Command features...Including adjustment of
TPMS warning threshold (application specific)
• Read/display/clear diagnostic trouble codes
• 4.3” color screen for simple installation/tuning/feature
changes
• 50-state legal (application specific)

RS7MT™ SHOCKS

Ideal for off-road use and on vehicles with larger
wheel and tire packages.

RS5000X

Featuring a unique rebound valving system and
advanced compression phase.

TRAIL PERFORMANCE PLUS SHOCKS

• 20 mm hardened-chrome piston rod diameter
• Stainless steel bodies for strength and corrosion protection
• Low-friction piston design for increased lifespan
• 35 mm compression/rebound piston size for precise damper tuning
• Large 55 mm body for increased oil volume and better heat dissipation

SUSPENSION/PERFORMANCE

Recognized as the first nine-position, manually
adjustable ride control series in the off-road market.
Ideal for on- and off-road use, towing, and more.
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FLEET

LOUVERED
HEADACHE RACK

Look and keep cool with BACKRACK’s latest
louvered rack design. Accessories simply bolt
or clamp to the rack. Mount strobe lights, directional arrows, antennas, or speakers without
drilling holes in your truck. Off-road lights are a
great addition for a sportier look!

TOOLBOX

Available with Optional Integrated Access Ladder

WON’T
DING, DENT,
OR RUST!

Constructed from highimpact, injection-molded
polymer resin with
anti-corrosion
steel and
aluminum
hardware
reinforcement.
A steel-armored
locking system and
reinforced lid make it a
Fort Knox
for your truck.

LOADLIFTER 5000
ULTIMATE
AIR SPRING KITS

• Adjustable air springs from 5–100 PSI, with
up to 5,000 lb of leveling capacity
• Level your vehicle when towing or hauling a heavy load
for a safe, comfortable ride
• Eliminate vehicle sag and bottoming out
• Easy to install with included instructions
• Under-frame kit designed to work with most in-bed hitches
• No frame drilling required*
• Internal jounce bumper absorbs shock and can
be safely run with 0 PSI**
• Limited lifetime warranty and 60-Day Ride
Satisfaction Guarantee
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*Frame drilling required for installation with a frame-side mounted hitch.
**Maintain minimum air pressure for best ride comfort.

RUNNING STEPS SEAT PROTECTOR™

• Offered for most vehicles in 4-step or 6-step model
• Manufactured from 3” top pipe and 1.5” loop pipe
• 12-gauge insert matches grille guards and bumpers
• Black powdercoat
• Punched “cowboy hat” logo and raised treads for traction

CUSTOM-FIT SEAT COVERS

Designed for hard workers and tough environments, these
custom-fit seat covers feature commercial-grade polyester.
Advanced design creates a dynamic, state-of-the-art look
while ensuring the protection of your truck interior.

TM

Travel Trekker

In-Bed Auxiliary
Diesel Fuel Systems

Made of military-grade, cross-linked polymer that is
tougher than steel and more durable than aluminum.
With one touch, the TITAN Electronic Controller™ (sold separately)
transfers fuel from the Travel Trekker™ to the vehicle’s primary fuel tank, giving you
the freedom to get where you need without having to worry about running out of fuel.

Available in 40- or 50-Gallon Capacity

Impact Shock-Absorbing
Rear Bumper Step

FLEET

• Designed to absorb rear impacts up to
5 MPH and avoid possible frame damage
• Ideal for delivery and cargo vans that
frequently back into loading areas
• Spring-loaded shock absorbers built
into the mounting brackets
• Integrated 9 1/2” wide step surface for
easier rear-vehicle access
• Fleet-approved, expanded steel treads for
maximum traction and safety
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Safety Rack

Completely covers your rear window while offering
clear visibility through the 2” fully welded wire screen.
Provides full window protection and greater carrying
capacity above the cab.

Tonneau Cover
Adapters

Allows Safety Rack Cab Guards
to be used on trucks equipped
with various styles of truck bed
covers. Ask for details!

Full-Size
Camper Shell
Contractor Rack

(Fits Long/Short Bed)
Adjustable design and durable
engineering allow these racks to
install solidly on any truck.
Truck cap not included.

GRIP STEP XL
9 1/2” X 54” STEEL

Straight Dual-Row

LED Light Bars

Chrome series panel delivers a sleek OEM appearance
that complements your vehicle’s trim package and
accessories. Die-cast aluminum housing and premium
flat-wound wiring harness are protected in all conditions.
Available in 6”, 12”, 20”, 30”, 40”, 50”, 52”, and 54” widths.
• 8º spot / 90º flood combo pattern
• Easy bolt-on installation
• Off-road use only
• IP67 waterproof rating
• Includes mounting brackets and hardware
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PASSENGER-SIDE
RUNNING BOARD

• Ultra-wide step for comfort and functionality on vans
• Expanded steel treads for maximum traction and safety
• Reinforced, 7-gauge steel brackets eliminate flexing
• Zinc-primed, textured-black powdercoat resists rust
• Open treads knock dirt off boots to keep the van clean
• Rounded front corner prevents injury and damage

CARGOGLIDE
TRUCK
BED
SLIDING
TRAY

TAILGATE
BOARD

A solid,
maintenance-free work
surface that screws into existing
factory holes to make installation easy.
Makes loading,
unloading, and accessing
your tools and gear easy,
safe, and fast. Never
climb into the bed of your
truck to retrieve your gear
ever again. The tray rolls
on heavy-duty bearings
actuated by a singlehanded latch, which
allows you to smoothly
slide out and retrieve your
tools and materials.

Tailgate Assist

Safely control the drop rate
of your tailgate with a custom Tailgate Assist Shock.

ROAN
RUNNING
BOARDS
FULLVUE REAR CAMERA MIRROR

Versatile safety and convenience aid replaces your current
rearview mirror with a full HD video screen to provide a
clear, crisp view of exactly what you need to see.
Next-level design creates a
powerful presence unlike any
running board you’ve ever seen.
Constructed from a sturdy 1.75” OD
perimeter tube supporting a fully welded
12-gauge steel top plate, the Roan finds the
line between a conventional running board and
an armored side step—then obliterates it!

FLEET

• Full touchscreen for easy adjustments
• Retains standard mirror functionality with one touch
• Automatic brightness adjustment
• Two-channel DVR functionality
• Capable of full video playback
• 12- or 24-hour park monitoring available
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STORAGE
A unique wheeled
all-purpose storage
device that rolls into the
back of your vehicle, allowing
you to quickly and easily take
your organized gear along.

TOTE

Portable
Storage

GEARBOX®
UNDER-SEAT TRUCK
STORAGE & ORGANIZERS

Whether you’re looking to get more organized and keep
your stuff from sliding around or you’re the type who just
wants an easy spot to hide all your stuff, Husky Liners’
GearBox® under-seat storage keeps your truck looking
clean and organized.

Bright Aluminum

ATV TOOLBOX

Dimensions:
32.875” W x 13.125” H x 12.875” D

DRAWER SYSTEM
• Stack 2,000 lb of big stuff on top
of the deck and still have access
to smooth rolling storage
• Ergonomic slide-out drawers
with 200 lb capacity each
for tools, gear, and similar items
• Weatherproof design keeps
contents dry and secure
• Keeps your truck bed organized
• Lockable, customizable, and allows
full-bed use
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• Designed to mount on an ATV to
transport and keep cargo on hand
in the field
• Stainless steel lock handles for
security and corrosion-resistant
operation
• Side carrying handles for portability
• Lid self-opens to 90º for convenient
operation and loading

FORGE
FENDER
FLARES

Forge flares offer the
popular rivet style and a
rugged textured finish.
Black rivet hardware
highlights the look
of a bolted-on flare.
Complement and protect
oversized tires. Durable
ABS material is flexible
enough to bend without
breaking.

NEW

HUB

State-of-the-Art Wireless

Winch Control System

Operate your winch via Bluetooth connection to
your smart device (not included).
When paired with the app, this receiver lets the
user control the winch and receive winch load,
battery voltage, and winch motor temperature
feedback.

• Installs directly in-line with the wiring harness
• 100 ft or more wireless range
• Rugged construction (fully molded housing with
IP68 waterproof seal)
• Quick installation: receiver mounts to any tube or
flat surface and wiring takes less than 5 minutes on
most models
• 1-year limited warranty

NEW

• Innovative design allows fast, hassle-free trailer coupling with just one pin
• No jamming or complicated hinging components prone to wear
• Easier to use than traditional couplers
• Fastens securely with included 1/2” diameter pin and clip
• No adjustments or tightening needed
• Lasso lanyard secures pin to coupler to avoid missing pieces
• Stamped steel construction for dependable strength (3,500 lbs. capacity)
• Accepts standard 2” diameter trailer ball
• Compatible with most existing coupler mounting hole configurations
PN 25470 attaches to 2.0” wide trailer tongue beam
PN 25471 attaches to 2.5” wide trailer tongue beam
PN 25472 attaches to 3.0” wide trailer tongue beam

MUST-HAVES

QUICKPIN™ NO-LATCH
TRAILER COUPLERS
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